1.00pm

Digital Manufacturing (Beginners)
Sector: Competitiveness & Growth
The North West Aerospace & Defence Manufacturing Innovation Solutions

Aerospace
11.00am

Industrial Automation Solutions Theatre
Aerospace 4.0 - Adoption of Digital Capabilities in the Aerospace Supply Chain

Defence
2.00pm

Manufacturing Innovation Solutions Theatre
The Impact of Digitalisation in Aerospace & Defence Manufacturing

Digital Manufacturing (Beginners)
2.00pm

Manufacturing Innovation Solutions Theatre
The Impact of Digitalisation in Aerospace & Defence Manufacturing: Sector: Competitiveness & Growth

15 NOVEMBER

10.00am

Digital Solutions Theatre
Unlocking the Potential of Smart Manufacturing by Building Data Analytics Capabilities

Defence
10.30am

Industrial Automation Solutions Theatre
Building a Manufacturing Business for the Longterm

Digital Manufacturing (Beginners)
10.30am

Digital Solutions Theatre
Making digital tools work for your systems integration

Aerospace
11.00am

Digital Solutions Theatre
LCR 4.0 Solutions Theatre
Aerospace & Defence: Future Factory in Action

11.00am

Automotive

LCR 4.0 Solutions Theatre
Aerospace & Defence Manufacturing: Sector: Competitiveness & Growth

Defence
10.30am

Manufacturing Innovation Solutions Theatre
How to Promote Your Manufacturing Business

Digital Manufacturing (Beginners)
10.30am

Digital Solutions Theatre
Smart Factories Solutions Theatre
Computing in the Cloud - Integrating AI, Machine Learning, Predictive Analytics into an Manufacturing Environment

Aerospace
12.00pm

Digital Solutions Theatre
What does Maintenance Excellence look like - and how do you get there?

Defence
12.00pm

Manufacturing Innovation Solutions Theatre
How and why your workforce profile is evolving

Digital Manufacturing (Beginners)
12.00pm

Digital Solutions Theatre
How to attract and retain a diverse workforce

12.30pm

Manufacturing Innovation Solutions Theatre
How inclusive are your manufacturing operations?

Visitors: Please navigate through Europe's digitalized manufacturing show with these carefully-curated visitor itineraries.

14 NOVEMBER

10.00am

Digital Solutions Theatre
Unlocking the Potential of Smart Manufacturing by Building Data Analytics Capabilities

Defence
10.00am

Manufacturing Innovation Solutions Theatre
Making it Smarter: SMEs and the Rise of Automation

Digital Manufacturing (Beginners)
10.00am

Digital Solutions Theatre
LCR 4.0 Solutions Theatre
Future Manufacturing - Make Smarter Decisions for a Smarter Factory

Aerospace
11.00am

Digital Solutions Theatre
Smart Factories Solutions Theatre
ECC 2543, vendor certification: securing the DCN environment

Defence
11.00am

Manufacturing Innovation Solutions Theatre
Building a Manufacturing Business for the Longterm

Digital Manufacturing (Beginners)
11.00am

Digital Solutions Theatre
Making digital tools work for your systems integration

Aerospace
12.00pm

Digital Solutions Theatre
Smart Factories Solutions Theatre
What does Maintenance Excellence look like - and how do you get there?

Defence
12.00pm

Manufacturing Innovation Solutions Theatre
How and why your workforce profile is evolving

Digital Manufacturing (Beginners)
12.00pm

Digital Solutions Theatre
How to attract and retain a diverse workforce

12.30pm

Manufacturing Innovation Solutions Theatre
How inclusive are your manufacturing operations?

Smart Factories Solutions Theatre
Aerospace & Defence: Future Factory in Action

Aerospace
11.00am

Digital Solutions Theatre
Manufacturing Innovation Solutions Theatre
The Impact of Digitalisation in Aerospace & Defence Manufacturing

Defence
10.30am

Manufacturing Innovation Solutions Theatre
Building a Manufacturing Business for the Longterm

Digital Manufacturing (Beginners)
10.30am

Digital Solutions Theatre
Making digital tools work for your systems integration

Aerospace
11.00am

Digital Solutions Theatre
Smart Factories Solutions Theatre
ECC 2543, vendor certification: securing the DCN environment

Defence
11.00am

Manufacturing Innovation Solutions Theatre
Building a Manufacturing Business for the Longterm

Digital Manufacturing (Beginners)
11.00am

Digital Solutions Theatre
Making digital tools work for your systems integration

Aerospace
12.00pm

Digital Solutions Theatre
Smart Factories Solutions Theatre
What does Maintenance Excellence look like - and how do you get there?

Defence
12.00pm

Manufacturing Innovation Solutions Theatre
How and why your workforce profile is evolving

Digital Manufacturing (Beginners)
12.00pm

Digital Solutions Theatre
How to attract and retain a diverse workforce

12.30pm

Manufacturing Innovation Solutions Theatre
How inclusive are your manufacturing operations?
THESE COMPANIES ARE LOOKING FORWARD TO TALKING TO YOU ABOUT:

**Aerospace**
1. Velocity RDT
2. Thriive

**Automotive**
3. 123 Insight Ltd
4. ProtoLabs
5. The Imagination Factory
6. Total Control Pro Limited

**Digital Manufacturing (Advanced)**
7. Cincom Systems
8. Columbus
9. Croft Additive Manufacturing Limited
10..efiWall
11. Epicor Software (UK) Ltd
12. Insider Navigation
13. Sci-Tech Daresbury
14. Tended
15. Valuechain

**Digital Manufacturing (Beginner)**
16. Bluefin
17. Bytronic Automation
18. EDGE Digital Manufacturing
19. Smartia Ltd
20. Austin Consultants
21. IN4.0 PLC

**Process Manufacturing**
22. 4iR.UK British Systems
23. ECC.ai
24. Equitus Engineering Limited
25. HARTING
26. The Data Analysis Bureau
27. Elements Technology Platforms

**Diversity and Inclusion**
28. Blinx Solutions
29. OAL
30. Siemens